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This paper deals with the question of decay of solutions of the initial- 
boundary value problem for hyperbolic equations in unbounded regions. The 
equations considered here belong to a class of second order linear hyperbolic 
partial differential equations of the second order for which the total energy 
remains constant. It is assumed that the complement of the space region is 
star shaped and that the initial data have compact support. It is shown that 
under certain conditions the energy travels out to infinity and specifically 
that the energy contained in any finite sphere decays like t-(l-al) where 
0 < ‘pi < 1 depends on the bounds of the radial derivatives of the 
coefficients. 
The corresponding problem for the wave equation has been dealt with by 
Wilcox [l] Morawetz [2, 31, Lax and Phillips [4], Lax, Morawetz, and 
Phillips [5], and Zachmanoglou [6, 71. Lieberman [8] dealt with the corre- 
sponding problem for the wave equation in which the coefficient of the second 
order time derivative depends on the radial distance from the origin. 
The methods employed in this paper are extensions of the methods of 
Morawetz and Lieberman. 
1. STATEMENT AND DISCUSSION OF RENJLTS 
Let 9 be a domain with smooth boundary a in the m-dimensional 
Euclidean space E, . The vector x will denote the position vector of a point 
in E, with coordinates xi , . . . . X, and r = / x / = (z x#/~. B(x, R) will 
denote the sphere with center at x and radius R. The vector 71 = (ni , . . . . n,) 
will denote the outward (with respect to 9) unit normal on @ and n, = C n&r 
the component of 71 in the radial direction. 
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We consider the initial-boundary value problem (I): 
where 
(&& - cu - du,, = 0, XEL3, t>o, 
u(x, 0) = f(x), Ut(X, 0) = g(x), x E 9 
24(x, t) = 0 XE9, t>o 
au 
% = ax, 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
and repeated indices i or j are summed over 1, . . . . m. It is assumed that the 
coefficients aii, c, and d are functions of x only, that aij = aji, that 
c(x) 3 0, XE9, (l-4) 
dl > d(x) > $ > 0, XE9, (1.5) 
and that 
qj&& G ~yx)s&j , x E 9, (61 , . . . . kn) 6 Em (1.6) 
where a, > 0. 
It is also assumed that the coefficients aii, c, d and the initial data f and g 
are bounded and sufficiently smooth functions of x in 9 with the degree of 
smoothness sufficiently large in order to guarantee the existence of a unique 
solution u(x, t) of problem (I), which is twice continuously differentiable in 
9 x (0, co) and continuously differentiable in the closure 3 x [O, co). 
Finally it is assumed that the initial data f and g have compact support. 
THEOREM 1. Under the above assumptions the energy of the solution u of 
problem (I) is constant, i.e. 
I o (ai4siui + du,2 + cuz) dV = 1 ~ (uijfi fj + dg2 + cf”) dV = E,, . (1.7) 
THEOREM 2. In addition to theprevbus assumptions suppose that 
fl, Q 0 on 8; 
u(x, t) = 0 for r > R, + t, 
RI su@ziently Iurge; 
(1.10) 
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for Y > R, , R, sufficiently large, where 
sjj -~ :, 
1 
if i-j 
‘. ; 
if i+j 
(5, , . . . . 5,) E KL , 
YC, + 2c < ci(Y)C, 
for all x E 9, where 
0 < a(r) < “0 < 1 
and 
a(r) < r-l-6, 6 > 0, for r > R3, 
R, su$iciently large. For m 3 2 suppose furthermore that 
(1.11) 
(1.12) 
where Kl is a jinite constant. Then the energy contained in any finite sphere 
decays with time. Specifically, for each R, > 0, 
I (a%,z+ + du,” + cu”) dV < Kt-(l-al) BO 
where B, is the intersection of 9 with the sphere B(0, R,), 
011 = olo/(l - 4, E>O 
and 
K = 2(m - I)K, + 2(dl/a,)1’2[2R, + e-‘(a;’ + R, + R;” S-l)]EO , 
Condition (1.8) means that the complement of 9 (which may be unbounded) 
is star-shaped. It is interesting to note that this is the same condition that 
Morawetz obtained for the wave equation. One might have thought that 
the appropriate condition in this case would be aijnixi < 0. 
Conditions (1.9) and (1.10) q re uire that the coefficients of the principal 
part of Eq. (1.1) approach the corresponding coefficients of the wave operator 
AU - utt as Y --+ cc at a sufficiently high rate. There is no loss in generality 
in assuming that at infinity the principal part of Eq. (1.1) is identical with 
the wave operator. This can always be achieved by a transformation of the 
independent variables. 
Conditions (1.11) set bounds on the radial derivatives of the coefficients in 
terms of the coefficients themselves. They also require that these derivatives 
approach zero as Y --f 03 at the rate indicated. 
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It is conjectured that condition (1.12) is unnecessary, i.e., that it follows 
from the other conditions of the theorem. In fact, since 
condition (1.12) follows from the stronger condition: 
I d(x)u2(x, t) dV < 03, t > 0. (1.13) 22 
For the wave equation, condition (1.13) was proved in [6] for m 3 4 and by 
Morawetz [2] for m = 3. Morawetz’s proof adapted to problem (I) is as 
follows. The solution u of problem (I) is given by u = wt where w is the 
solution of the following problem: 
(&Wi)j - cw - dw,, = 0, XE9, t>O (1.14) 
w(x, 0) = h(x), 4x, 0) = f(x), x E 9 (1.15) 
w(x, t) = 0, XEzi?, t>O (1.16) 
where h(x) is a smooth function satisfying: 
(u%,)~ - ch = dg, x E 9 (1.17) 
h(x) = 0, XES?. (1.18) 
If there is a function h satisfying (1.17) and (1.18) and also the condition 
s ~ (dV& + cl.+) dV < co (1.19) 
then it can be shown that the solution w of (1.14), (1.15), and (1.16) satisfies 
the energy inequality 
s ~ (aijw,wj + dw,2 + cw2) dV < j ~ (aiVzihj + df 2 + ch2) dV, (1.20) 
and, since wt = U, (1.13) follows. 
When g = 0, the function h = 0 satisfies (1.17), (1.18) and (1.19) and 
it follows from ( 1.20) that (1.13) is satisfied and therefore in this case condition 
( 1.12) is unnecessary. 
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For the general case we use the following theorem based on the papers of 
Meyers and Serrin [9] and Meyers [IO]. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that m 3 3 and that 9 is the exterior of a bounded 
surface ~8. Suppose that the coefficients aif, in addition to satisfying condition 
(1.6) and approaching the identity matrix as r + 00, satisfy the following 
conditions : 
(1.21) 
and 
Ir~~+lrza~l <K4, i,j,k=l,..., m. (1.22) 
Finally suppose that c(x) >, 0 and that 
I r2c(x)i + / r3 a% / < K5 , j = 1, . . . . m. 
Then, if g has compact support, there exists a function h(x) satisfying (1.17), 
(1.18), and (1.19). 
We give an outline of the proof of this theorem. Theorem 9 of [9] states 
that there exists a unique solution of Eq. (1.17) satisfying (1.18) and the 
condition that h + 0 as r -+ 00 if and only if Eq. (1.17) has a barrier at 
infinity (for the definition of a barrier see [9]). Furthermore it follows from 
the proof of this theorem that the solution is bounded by the barrier in a 
neighborhood of infinity. From Theorem 10 of [9] it follows that under the 
condition of our theorem the function 
u(r) = Kg4m-2-4, 61 > 0 
is a barrier at infinity for Eq. (1.17) provided K, is a sufficiently large constant 
depending on d(x), g(x), and <I . Hence there is a solution h(x) of (1.17) and 
( 1.18) satisfying the condition 
h(x) < K~T-(~-~-‘I) 
in a neighborhood of infinity. Once we have an estimate on the asymptotic 
behavior of h we obtain an estimate on the asymptotic behavior of the deriva- 
tives hi(x) using Theorem 1 of [lo]. In fact under the conditions of our 
theorem we have 
1 hi(x)/ < K7r-(+1+ 
in a neighborhood of infinity. It follows now that h satisfies the condition of 
finite energy (1.19). 
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COROLLARY 1. Under the conditions of Theorem 3, condition (1.13) is 
satisfied. 
COROLLARY 2. Under the conditions of Theorem 3, the condition ( 1.12) of 
Theorem 2 is satis$ed and hence it may be omitted. 
It should be noted here that for condition (1.13) the requirement that 
m 3 3 is necessary. In fact it can be shown that for the wave equation with 
9 = E, , SE1 u2 dx may grow like t and with 9 = E, , j,, u2 dx may grow 
like log t. 
However, regardless of whether or not condition (1.13) is satisfied it is 
believed that condition (1.12) is always satisfied. It is interesting to note that 
under the assumptions of Theorem 1 the Solution u of problem (I) satisfies 
the relation 
= 2 1: 1, (du,2 - a%iuj - cu*) dV dt. 
Thus, condition (1.12) is equivalent to the requirement that the time integral 
from 0 to T of the difference between kinetic and potential energy remains 
bounded. 
In Section 2 a differential identity involving a general second order linear 
partial differential equation is presented. It serves as the basis of the abc- 
method. In Section 3 the conditions under which the energy remains constant 
are investigated and Theorem 1 is proved. Section 4 contains the proof of 
the main Theorem 2. 
2. A DIFFERENTIAL IDENTITY 
Consider the differential expressions 
L(w) = adjwii + aiwi + bw, - cw - dw,, (2-l) 
M(w) = A”wi + Bw, + Cw. V-2) 
The coefficients aij, ai, b, c, d, Ai, B, C are functions of xi , x2 , . . . . x, , t and 
.ij = ajie 
The following differential identity can be verified by direct computations: 
2M(w)L(w) = &P(w) - ; G(w) + H(w), (2.3) 
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where P(w), . . . . F”(w), G(w), H(w) are first order differential expressions 
given by: 
F”(w) = 2(A’woi + Bw, + Cw)aj”w, 
- Ak(aijw,wj - dw,2) - [A% - Cak + (Ca”j)j]wz. 
G(w) = B(aijw,wj + dw,2) + 2Aidwiwt + 2dCww, + [Bc - (Cd), - Cb]wz. 
H(W) = [(Akaij - 2Aia@), + (Baij), - 2Caij + 2Aiaj]w,wf 
+ 2[Bai + Aib + A,id + Aid, - (Baij)Jwiw, 
+ (B,d + Bd, - A$d - Aid, + 2Cd + 2Bb)w, 
+ [(CaQ - 2Cc + (A% - Cai)i - (Cd),, + (Bc - Cb),]w2. 
3. CONDITIONS FOR CONSTANT ENERGY 
Let u(x, t) be the solution of the problem 
aijuij + aiui + bu, - cu - du,, = 0, XE-9, t>o (3.1) 
u(x, 0) = f(x), Ut(X, 0) = g(x), x E 9 (3.2) 
u(x, t) = 0, XE93, t>o (3.3) 
or 
UijUi?Zj = 0, XESZ?‘, t 20. (3.4) 
We assume that the coefficients of (3.1) are bounded functions of x and t, 
aij = aji, d > 0, and (aij) is positive definite so that Eq. (3.1) is hyperbolic. 
Furthermore we assume that f and g have compact support so that, for each 
finite t, u(x, t) = 0 for sufficiently large 1 x j. 
In the identity (2.3) let w = u, A1 = A2 = .** = A” = C = 0, B = 1. 
Integrating over the region 9 x [0, T], applying the divergence theorem 
and using Eqs. (3.1)-(3.4) we obtain 
I a (aijuiuj + dut2 + cu”) 1 t=TdV - s, (aijuiui + dut2 + cu”) 1 dV t=o 
=s = [ aztjuiuj + 2(a” - a:j)uiut + 2bu,’ + dtut2 + ctu2] dV dt (3.5) 0 a 
If c > 0, the integrand in the first two integrals is nonnegative and the 
integral 
E(L%‘, t) = 1, (ai$ui + dut + cu’) ( dV (3.6) t-t 
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is called the energy of the solution contained in the region SZ at time t. 
Furthermore if 
afj cz b z Ct = d, = ai - a,ii = 0, (3.7) 
then it follows from (3.5) that the total energy of the solution remains constant, 
E(9, T) = E(9,O) = E, , (3.8) 
and Theorem 1 is proved. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
In the identity (2.3) let w be the solution u of problem (I), let L(u) be the 
left hand side of Eq. (1. l), and let 
M(u) = X& + tu, + [(m - 1)/2]u. (4.1) 
Integrating over the region 9 x (0, T), applying the divergence theorem, 
and using (l.l), (1.2), (1.3) and (1.9) we obtain 
0 = 1: j, r(ai%,ni)u~%, do dt 
+ s, [2 dyu,ut + (m - 1) duu,],,, dV 
- 
s 
D [T(ai&ui + du,2 + cu2) + 2 dru,r+ + (m - 1) duu,],,,dV 
+ i,' S, [Yayuit+ - Y d,~t + (YC,. + ZC)U'] dV dt, (4.2) 
where u, is the normal derivative of u on SY. 
Using conditions (1.6), (1.8) and (1.12) in (4.2) we obtain 
J [T(ai%pi + du,2 + cu2) + 2 drug&, dV 9 
- 
ss 
: D [ru:juiuj - Y d,ut2 + (YC? + 2c)u2] dV dt 
zz 
J9 [P dywt) If o + Cm - 1) 4~2h/2 ltzo - (m - 1) 4u2M2 It ,] dV 
+ J‘,r JB r(a%z,nj)u,2n, dr dt 
< (4/ao)1/2Wo + (m - I)& . (4.3) 
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Let B, be the intersection of 9 with the sphere B(0, ~(a,,/dr)rlQ). Inequality 
(4.3) can be written in the form 
[T(ui~u,uj + du,2 -+ CU”) + 2dru,u,],,, dCy 
BT 
- 
J-S 
: B, [ra;uiu5 - Y d,u,2 + (YC, + 2c)u2] dV dt 
< (4/qp2R&, + (m - I)& 
- s 5%ET [T(ai’u,Uj + dut’ + cU”) + 2 dYu+t]t=T dV 
+ jr j,-, [YU:iU& - Y d,ut2 + (YC, + 2c)u2] dV dt. (4.4) 
t 
We now proceed to estimate each of the integrals in (4.4). In BT we have 
/ 2~ du,ut 1 < 2+q,/d~)““T d j u,ut 1 
< &7(d/dl)“2(a,,u,2 + dut2) 
< ET(u~~Qu~ + du,2 + cu”) 
where (1.6) was used. Hence for the first integral in (4.4) we have 
s [?+‘(&u,u, + du,2 + cu’) + 2 d&U,],=TdV BT 
> (1 - E)T j (uihiuj + du,* + cup) / dV. 
BT t=T 
Using condition (1.11) we have for the second integral in (4.4), 
(4.5) 
ss 1 Bt [y&w5 - Y d,u,” + (x, + 2c)u2] dV dt 
’ --. “0 < fS 0 B, (&uiuj + dut2 + cu2) dV dt. (4.6) 
For the third integral in (4.4) we use (1.9), 
- 
I ~-BT 
[T(u”%~u~ + dut2 + cU2) + 2~ dU,U&,TdV 
< s [-T(a%+ + du,” t CU”) + (RI t T)2 d 1 Upt /]&TdV ~-B T 
< (dl/ao)1’2R1Eo + T 1 
5%BT 
(duT2 - Q~%~U~) ltxT dV. 
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In the last integral above, for sufficiently large T, we use condition (l.lO), 
T 
s 
(du,” - aiiuiuj) dV < T 
s 
Y-luiui do’ 
5%BT ~-BT 
< T[~(u,/d,)““T]-‘a,‘E, 
= (d~/ao)l~z(a,,~)-lEo . 
Combining the above estimates we obtain 
- s [ T(ai~u~ui + au,2 + cu”) + 2~ du,U&,T dV 94~ 
< (4/~o)““[Rl + (%+114 . (4.7) 
For the last integral in (4.4) we use condition (1.11). Letting 
Tl = R3~-1(dl/ao)1~2 we have 
[ rlZ:jl$Uj - r d7ute + (rc, + 2c)u2] dV dt 
’ T1Ea + f:,,+Bt r-l-~(aihiuj + dut2 + cu2) dV dt 
< T,E, + [c(ao/dl)““]-‘-” /II t-l-” dt E, 
and finally 
T 
SI [ 
ij ra, up1 - r d& + (rc, + 2c)u2] dV dt 
0 9-B t 
< (d,/a,)““c’(R, + Ris 6F)E,. (4.8) 
Combining the inequalities (4.4)--(4.8) we obtain 
(1 - c)T ~BTWwj + W + m2> ltcT dV 
- a0 ss 1 B,(ai$uj + du,2 + CU”) dVdt < K2 (4.9) 
where 
K, = (m - l)G + (4/~o)1’2Eo[2Rl + E’(a;l + R, + R;’ S-l)]. (4.10) 
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Now, letting 
E(t) :.= j (ai”uiuj + du,” + cu’) dV 
4 
a1 = c$j( I ~- c) 
KS = K&l -- c) + ‘@, 
inequality (4.9) takes the form 
E(t) - a1 j’ E(T) d7 < K3 
1 
(4.11) 
or 
t’+“l$ [t-l j$)d7] < KS. 
Integrating from 1 to t we obtain 
t-9 
s 
t E(T) dr < K&, 
1 
and substituting in (4.1 I), 
E(t) < Ks(1 + t=l)t-l. 
Finally, for sufficiently large t, 
E(t) < KtH-4 
where K = 2K,. 
Since, for sufficiently large t, B, contains any finite sphere the theorem 
is proved. 
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